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Abstract
We suggest four criteria for considering an effect to be well replicated: many supportive findings, preferably with multiple
methods and multiple labs, and few or no contrary significant findings; preregistered successful replications; significant findings
from multi-site replication; and real-world or non-laboratory findings. Ego depletion is the finding that after expending effort on
one self-control task, performance on other self-control and decision tasks is impaired. It does well by all four criteria. In particular,
only five findings have survived multi-site replication attempts in social psychology, and ego depletion is one of them. It has a
stronger record by the other criteria than the other four. Although possibly other criteria would yield a different conclusion, the case
for ego depletion as social psychology’s best replicated finding is quite strong.
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Introduction
Ego depletion refers to a common finding that after exerting
effort on one self-control task, people show impaired performance
on a subsequent self-control task. The initial emphasis on selfcontrol has been extended to effortful decision making, planning,
and initiative [1]. We were recently pleased to learn that ego
depletion has a strong case to be considered the best replicated
finding in social psychology. This emerged as a side point in a major
review we conducted on multi-site replication attempts in social
psychology, which have become important in the recent years
during the so-called replication crisis [2].
To nominate a particular point as the best replicated finding
in a large and diverse field is a bold undertaking. Naturally it
begins with selection of criteria as to exactly how replication
success should be measured. We propose four criteria. First, there
should be plenty of significant findings in support of it, preferably
from multiple laboratories (so it is not just due to something
one particular lab group does) and with multiple methods (in
case any one method is flawed or confounded). Friese, et al. [3]
counted 600 findings in the literature several years ago, with
essentially no significant findings in the opposite direction (which
rules out capitalizing on chance, p-hacking, and the like, because
those would work in both directions). There are also many more
unpublished but supportive findings. Right from the start, we
and others have emphasized the importance of using multiple
methods. Many laboratories have published ego depletion effects,
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including quite a few researchers we have never met or helped. An
early meta-analysis concluded that effect sizes from our lab were
no larger than what other, independent labs obtained, which again
indicates that our own work did not have any special power or
advantages [4].

Second, recent years have seen the advent of preregistration,
which reduces the so-called researcher degrees of freedom. For a
phenomenon to claim to have high success at replication, at least
one pre-registered study would be necessary. Garrison, et al. [5]
reported two such studies, and others have also been published
[6]. Third, the multi-site replication process has arisen in recent
years. Our review concluded that the multi-site process is biased
toward false negative findings in social psychology for several
reasons, including failure to engage the participant [2]. Still, it is
fair to expect a significant finding from a multi-site replication in
order to qualify as possibly the best replicated finding. The multisite replication requirement is the bottleneck in the competition
for claiming to be the best replicated finding. Our literature review
found 35 published multi-site replications in social psychology
dedicated to one or another particular finding [2]. Only five of
them were clear successes, with four others having mixed results.
Those five would thus be the main contenders for the title of best
replicated. Fortunately, ego depletion is one of them: Dang, et al. [7]
reported an ego depletion study with 12 different labs that found
significant support.
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Some readers will know of two other multi-site attempts to
replicate ego depletion. Hagger et al. [8] reported a null result,
but they used a strange and untested procedure, so they were not
actually replicating any previous study. They found no effect on
the main manipulation check (fatigue), indicating that they failed
to manipulate the independent variable, which means they did not
provide a test of the theory. The second manipulation check (effort)
did find a significant difference. Although our review coded Hagger
et al. as a failure, a reanalysis of their data by Dang [9] using the
manipulation check data found that, to the limited extent to which
the manipulation worked, it did provide significant support for ego
depletion. The other attempt was by Vohs et al. [10], which was
compromised by excluding data from a third of their sample. When
they analyzed all their data, the result was significantly in support
of ego depletion, but after excluding over a thousand participants,
the effect dropped just below significance. Thus, with one solid
success at multi-site replication, and two others with a mixture of
significant and nonsignificant results, ego depletion is an unusual
success story on this criterion.

For the fourth criterion, which is perhaps less imperative than
the others, we would suggest some real-world findings, such as
field studies or big-data analyses. The value of this is to show that
the finding is not merely something that can be obtained under
laboratory conditions but is actually operating in the real world. As
contrasting examples, the McGurk and Stroop effects have a good
record of replication in laboratory experiments but do not seem
to be frequent or important occurrences in daily life. To be sure,
real-world data often lack the full control of the laboratory (which
is why scientists use laboratories!) and so are more vulnerable to
confounds, and so replication purists might reject this criterion. But
we think a field’s best replicated finding should be something that
has been shown outside the laboratory too.

On this criterion too, ego depletion has a strong record.
Examples include health care workers neglecting to wash hands
Dai, et al. [11], students cheating more on tests [6], physicians overprescribing opioids [12] and under-ordering diagnostic tests [13],
parole judges becoming less lenient [14], student test performance
declining [15], physicians over-prescribing antibiotics [16], soccer
referees performing worse [17], and auditors coping less well with
busy season [18]. Experience sampling studies have shown ego
depletion in ordinary people’s daily lives [19,20]. Hunte, et al. [21]
provided a meta-analysis of a great many studies showing that ego
depletion impairs a variety of athletic and sport performances.
Again, the multi-site replication is the most severe criterion, with
only five clear successes. Three of those are quite narrowly focused
and hence do not fare well by the other criteria. Specifically, people
look at someone when they expect him to speak [22]; eyewitnesses
who discuss the incident before testifying can influence each other’s
testimony [23]; and people say hypothetically that they would be
more willing to reconcile after receiving an independent message of
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social acceptance [24]. That leaves only the Elaboration Likelihood
Model of persuasion as a serious competitor for the title of best
replicated finding. It has one successful and one failed multi-site
replication, and we give greater credence to the success [25,26].
The successful one technically was a social-personality hybrid,
given that one of the independent variables was a personality trait.
We have long admired the ELM and think it does reasonably well
by the other criteria we listed, but we think ego depletion has the
edge. There is also reportedly a multi-site replication of cognitive
dissonance underway, and if it yields significant support, it will very
likely take over first place as best replicated finding. But as we have
already noted, most multi-site replications in social psychology are
failures, so it is necessary to wait and see.
There has been considerable misleading and fake news about
the replicability of ego depletion. The evidence is quite clear,
however, that its record of successful replication is among the best
and quite possibly the single best in all of social psychology.
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